Abstract-In this paper we propose a color image segmentation algorithm based on perceptual color vision model. First, the original image is divide into image blocks which are not overlapped; then, the mean and variance of every image back was calculated in CIEL * a * b * color space, and the image blocks were divided into homogeneous color blocks and texture blocks by the variance of it. The initial seed regions are automatically selected depending on calculating the homogeneous color blocks' color difference in CIEL * a * b * color space and spatial information. The color contrast gradient of the texture blocks need to calculate and the edge information are stored for regional growing. The fuzzy region growing algorithm and coloredge detection to obtain a final segmentation map. The experimental segmentation results hold favorable consistency in terms of human perception, and confirm effectiveness of the algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation refers to partitioning of an image into different regions that are homogeneous or "similar" in some image characteristics. It is usually the first task of any image analysis process module and thus, subsequent tasks rely strongly on the quality of segmentation [1] . In recent years, automatic image segmentation has become a prominent objective in image analysis and computer vision. Various techniques have been proposed in the literature where color, edges, and texture were used as properties for segmentation. Using these properties, images can be analyzed for use in several applications including video surveillance, image retrieval, medical imaging analysis, and object classification.
On the outset, segmentation algorithms were implemented using grayscale information only (see [2] for a comprehensive survey). The advancement in color technology facilitated the achievement of meaningful segmentation of images as described in [3, 4] . The use of color information can significantly improve discrimination and recognition capability over graylevel methods. However, early procedures consisted of clustering pixels by utilizing only color similarity. Spatial locations and correlations of pixels were not taken into account yielding, fragmented regions throughout the image. Statistical methods, such as Classical Bayes decision theory, which are based on previous observation have also been quite popular [5, 6] . However, these methods depend on global a priori knowledge about the image content and organization. Until recently, very little work had used underlying physical models of the color image formation process in developing color difference metrics.
By regarding the image segmentation as a problem of partitioning pixels into different clusters according to their color similarity and spatial relation, we propose our color image segmentation method automatically. (1) Selects seeds region for image using block-based region growing and perceptual color vision model in the CIEL * a * b * color space; (2) Generates a final segmentation by utilizing an effective merging procedure using fuzzy algorithm and color-edge detection. Our procedure first partitions the original image into non-overlapping range blocks, calculate mean and variance of range blocks, sub-block in a color image will be grouped into different clusters, and each detected receive a label, with the same label is referred as a seed region grow into the higher seed regions areas. The seeds that have similar values of color and texture are consequently merged using fuzzy algorithm and color-edge detection to obtain a final segmentation map. The algorithm takes into account the fact that segmentation is a low-level procedure and as such, it should not require a large amount of computational complexity. Our algorithm is compiled in a MATLAB environment and tested over a large database (~100 images) of highly diverse images. The results indicate that our proposed methodology performs favorably against the currently available benchmarks.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section Ⅱ, a review of the necessary background required to effectively implement our algorithm is presented. The proposed algorithm is described in Section Ⅲ . After that, application of the proposed algorithm is discussed in section Ⅳ, and we draw our conclusion in the last section.
II. BACKGROUND

A. color space conversion
The choice of the color space can be a very important decision which can dramatically influence the results of the segmentation. Many images are stored with RGB format, so it is easier for the subsequent of the RGB color space is used. The main disadvantage of the RGB color space in applications with natural images is a high correlation between its components: about 0.78 for r BR (cross correlation between the B and R channel), 0.98 for r RG and 0.94 for r GB [7] . It makes the choice of the RGB threshold very difficult. Another problem is the perceptual non-uniformity, such as the low correlation between the perceived difference of two colors and the Euclidian distance in the RGB space. In this paper, we choose CIEL * color space to work on due to its three major properties:
(1) Separation of achromatic information from chromatic information; (2) uniform color space, and (3) similar to human visual perception [8] . The definition of CIEL is based on nonlinearly-compressed CIEXYZ color space coordinates, which is derived from RGB as follows equation (1): 
represents a reference white as defined by a CIE standard illuminant, in this case, and are obtained by setting 100
B. Visible color difference
Recent researches indicate that most of color image segmentation algorithms are very sensitive to color difference calculation or color similarity measure [9] . It is safe to say that the accuracy of color difference calculation determines the performance of various color image segmentation approaches.
The perceptual difference between any two colors can be ideally represented as the Euclidean distance between their coordinates in the CIE L * a * b * color space, and are considered perceptually distinguishable [10] . In CIE L * a * b * color space, the L * is brightness degree in meter system, and a * , b * is color degree in meter system. Thus, the brightness degree difference between 
Overall Colour difference can be expressed by the geometry distance of space:
The parametric factors K L , K C and K H are set for correcting the variations contributed from experimental or background conditions. To compute the CIE94 color difference 94 * E ∇ , the following parameter valves are set for [11] research show there is close relation between the human color perception and the NBS color distance, The NBS color distance is devised through a number of subjective color evaluation experiments to better approximate human color perception, which is shown in table.1. Moreover, the values of E* ab can be roughly classified into four different levels to reflect the degrees of color difference perceived by human. The color difference is hardly perceptible when E* ab is smaller than 3.0; is perceptible but still tolerable when E* ab between 3.0 and 6.0; and is usually not acceptable when E* ab is larger than 6.0. Hence, in this paper, we define a color difference to be "visible" if its E* ab value is larger than 6.0. 
C. Color Gradient:boundary edge
The color gradient is used for a gradual blend of color which can be considered as an even gradation from low to high values. Mathematically, the gradient of a two-variable function (here the image intensity function) is at each image point a 2D vector with the components given by the derivatives in the horizontal and vertical directions. At each image point, the gradient vector points in the direction of largest possible intensity increase, and the length of the gradient vector corresponds to the rate of change in that direction.
Wesolkowski compared several edge detectors in multiple color space, and he draw the conclusion that the performance of Sobel operator is superior to others [12] . So Sobel operator is used in this paper, Figure. 1 shows the proposed boundary Sobel operator masks: (a) horizontal mask and (b) vertical mask. To construct a color contrast gradient, the eight neighbors of each pixel are searched to calculate the difference of lightness and the color-opponent dimensions with each neighbor pixel. Here the color difference replaces the color contrast gradient, and E ∇ denotes the color difference between two pixels, which is determined by equation (4) . Let V x , V y denotes the gradient along x and y direction respectively. And the 3*3 mask is showed in Figure. 2.
Figure. 
Then the magnitude of the Sobel operator can be calculated as follows:
As Based upon this definition of color contrast gradient, it is possible to build up the following color edge detection application.
The conventional region-edge integrating algorithm stores the edge information on the pixel itself. When there are different regions on both sides of a certain edge, however, it is necessary to decide which region the edge pixel itself belongs to, and this makes the algorithm cumbersome. In this paper, we propose to store the edge information not on a pixel itself but on a boundary between pixels [13, 14] . We define the boundary pixel as the pixel that virtually exists between two real pixels and that has an infinitesimal width. The advantages of using the boundary pixels to keep the edge information, which we call the boundary edge, are as follows: (1) the control of region growth becomes easier and (2) the whole algorithm becomes simpler. In this paper set the threshold T to filter the low gradient and only store the boundary pixel with high gradient.
III.
PROPOSED ALGORITHM Figure. 3 has shown the architecture of the proposed algorithm. Firstly, an input color image is conversed from RGB color space into CIEL * a * b * color space, and choose a block size n n × . The block size should be just small enough that the eye will average color over the block. Divide the input image into small and nonoverlapping rectangular block, calculate mean and variance of range blocks, we need to construct a suitable method to display the data in order to investigate relationships of the regions. The data can be modeled using an (N, P) matrix, where N is the total number of blocks in the image, and P is the total number of variables that contain information about each block. The range blocks can classify two different blocks, we apply region growing and visible color difference to obtain initial seed regions. Thirdly, the color sobel detector is used to detect the texture blocks, using the acquired L * a * b * data, the magnitude of the gradient ( ) j i G , of the color image field is calculated. Fourthly, the initial seed regions are hierarchically merged based on the color spatial and adjacent information; the segmented color image is outputted at last. The rest parts of this section will discuss the details.
A. CLASSIFICATION WITH VARIANCE AND MEAN
In this paper, the block variance and mean are the methods to classify. Blocks variance is usually used to classify the simplicity or complexity for each block. 
Where n is the size of the block and
is the pixel value of the range blocks.
The image blocks are classified into two different groups according to variance difference: one is monotone color block; the other is texture and edge block there is a variety of color. The variance value of monotone color block is very small, same time texture block is very big because of the edge, the variance value can set the threshold T to distinguish between two different types of image block, the value 0.05 is selected as the threshold based on our experiments, if a higher value is used, a smaller number of pixels will be classified as homogenous color blocks and some objects may be missed; oppositely, a higher number of pixels will be classified as texture block and different regions may be connected. Figure. 
B. INITIAL SEED REGIONS GENERATATION
After the segmentation of block partitioning, there will be a problem of over-segmentation. Those small over segmented regions should be merged into a large region to get the initial seed regions, to satisfy the need of image analysis and other follow-up treatment. The initial seed regions are generated by detecting all monotone color block in the image. In order to prevent multiple seed generation within monotone and connected image blocks, the first requirement is to enforce that seeds region be larger than 0.25% of the image. The reason of this rule is that the tiny region often is blotted region. The second requirement is to enforce the color different distance 
C. FUZZY REGION-GROWING ALGORITHM
The number and the interior of the regions are defined after marker extraction. However a lot of undecided pixels are not assigned to any region. Most of them are located around the contours of the regions. Assigning these pixels to a given region can be considered as decision process that precisely defines the partition. The segmentation procedure in the present investigation is a fuzzy region-growing algorithm that is based on a fuzzy rule. Our final objective is to split an original image I into a number of homogeneous but disjoint regions R j by one-pixel width contours:
The region growing is essentially a grouping procedure that groups pixels or sub regions into larger regions in which the homogeneity criterion holds. Sarting from a single seed region, a segmented region is created by merging the neighboring pixels or the adjacent regions around a current pixel. The operations are repeatedly performed until there is no pixel that does not belong to a certain region.
Since our strategy in segmenting natural color images is an effective combination of an accurate segmentation by the color difference and the color gradient, and a rough segmentation by the local fractal dimension feature, it is inevitable to employ a technique for information integration. We adopt fuzzy rules to integrate the different features. We use the following criteria where each fuzzy rule has a corresponding membership function.
[Rule 1] the first image feature is the color difference between the average value g ave (R k ) of a region and the value of a pixel g(i,j) under investigation:
The corresponding fuzzy rule for fuzzy set SMALL is R1: If color difference is small then probably merge else probably not merge.
[Rule 2] The second intensity feature is the color contrast gradient, or the value of the boundary edges between the pixel and its adjacent region. A new pixel may be merged into a region if the gradient is low. If the gradient is high, the pixel will not be merged. We employ the boundary Sobel operator to calculate the color gradient and to achieve an accurate segmentation at the strong-edge regions. The boundary edges effectively protect the unnecessary growth of regions around the edges. The fuzzy rule for fuzzy set LOW becomes:
R2: If gradient is low then probably merge else probably not merge. Figure.4 shows the two membership functions corresponding to each fuzzy rule. After the fuzzification by the above two rules, min-max inference takes place using the fuzzy sets shown in Figure. 5. Then the conventional centroid defuzzification method is applied. A pixel is applied. A pixel is really merged when the homogeneity criterion is satisfied to an extent of 50% after defuzzification.
The fuzzy region growing processing is briefly described as follows:
1) For one of the initial seed regions
, first from the upper left corner of the adjacent texture blocks, seeked the pixels that has the same color and features, and merged them into the seek region. When the adjacent sub-block has been accepted, the seed region grows as a new seed region, updated the new seed region's features. Repeated the process until the near of sub-blocks have not acceptable, the suspension of the process of growth.
2) Repeat (1) until all seed regions growing are accomplished.
D. MERGE SMALL REGIONS
Though over-segmentation problem is diminished through above procedures, in most case a further process of eliminating the small regions is still required to produce the more clear objects or homogenous regions. In our algorithm, those small regions occur often along the contour of objects or inside a complex region due to compound texture. Thus, the merger of the region aimed at the effective removal of noise and image detail will be merged into the connected area.
The merged processing is given as follows.
1) The tiny region is regarded as bloted region and to be filtered; 2) The other fragmented region is merged base on the spatial location relation with the adjacent region. The relation of spatial location between objects is given as follows. If an object were entirely surrounded by another object, or at least three directions, as shown in figure.6 and figure.7 , that belongs to an interior object, we merged it into peripheral region. If the target is not surrounded by the other object, as shown in Figure. 8, it was regarded as a border and merged with the conditions of edge. Figure.8 A small object located in two objects Finally, if the number of pixels in a region is lower than a given smallest-region threshold that is determined by the size of image, we will merge this region into its neighborhood with the smallest color difference.
This rule is the last step in our segmentation algorithm. Based on our experiments, we select 1/150 of the total number of pixels of the given color image as the threshold. This procedure repeats until no region has size less than the threshold. Finally, a segmented image is produced.
IV. EXPERIMENT SIMULATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS
To verify the performance of the proposed segmentation algorithm, we experiment with color remote sensing images and natural images. We show results of some of these experiments. Figure.9 and Figure. 10 show some typical results of our color image segmentation algorithm.
In fact, we can compare our algorithm and traditional SRG algorithm here. Our method use region rather than pixel as initial seeds. In this sense, high-level knowledge of the image partitions can be exploited through the choice of the seeds much better because region has more information compared to pixels. * color space, and the image blocks were divided into homogeneous color blocks and texture blocks by the variance of it. The Initial seed regions are automatically selected depending on calculating the homogeneous color blocks' color difference in CIEL * a * b * color space and spatial and adjacent information. The color contrast gradient of the texture blocks need to calculate and the information of boundary pixels are storage. Finally, the region growing and merging algorithm was to use and achieve the segmentation result.
The meaningful experiment results of color image segmentation hold favorable consistency in terms of human perception and satisfy the content-based image retrieval and recognition process. There are mainly two disadvantages in our algorithm. First, although using the fixed threshold values can produce reasonably good results, it may not generate the best results for all the images. Second, when an image is highly color textured (i.e. there are numerous tiny objects with mixed colors), our algorithm may fail to obtain satisfied results because the mean value and variance could not represent the property of the region well. How to combine other properties such as texture into the algorithm to improve segmentation performance is the point of our further research.
